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Abstract

The purpose of this study was to examine the impact of dimensionality, common-item set format, and 

different scale linking methods on preserving equity property with mixed-format test equating. Item 

response theory (IRT) true-score equating (TSE) and IRT observed-score equating (OSE) methods were 

used under common-item nonequivalent groups design. The equity property was evaluated based on first-

order equity (FOE) and second-order equity (SOE) properties. A simulation study was conducted based 

on actual item parameter estimates obtained from the TIMSS 2011 8th grade mathematics assessment. 

The results showed that: (i) The FOE and SOE properties were best preserved under the unidimensional 

condition, were poorly preserved when the degree of multidimensionality was severe. (ii) The TSE and OSE 

results, which were provided by using a mixed-format common-item set, preserved FOE better compared to 

equating results, which provided only a multiple-choice common item set. (iii) Under the unidimensional 

and multidimensional test structure, characteristic curve methods performed significantly better than 

moment scale linking methods in terms of preserving FOE and SOE properties.
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Many testing programs use mixed-format tests, which consist of multiple-
choice (MC) and constructed-response (CR) items. For example, international 
testing programs, such as Trends International Mathematics and Science Study 
(TIMSS), Progress in International Reading Literacy Study (PIRLS), Programme 
for International Student Assessment (PISA) and national testing programs such as 
College Board’s Advanced Placement (AP) examinations, National Assessment of 
Educational Progress (NEAP), Florida Comprehensive Assessment Test (FCAT) and 
so on. While MC items require examinees choose the response from a list of options, 
CR items require examinees to generate their own response (Martinez, 1999). Both 
item formats have their own strengths and weaknesses. A broad range of content 
can be tested with MC items. In addition, the responses can be scored by machine 
effectively and objectively (Livingston, 2009). Although MC items can be constructed 
to measure higher-order thinking skills, a full range of higher-order thinking processes 
cannot be measured with MC items. This skill, however, is represented in CR items 
(Balch, 1964; Messick, 1993). On the other hand, CR items have been criticized for 
covering a narrow range of content, being more time-consuming, expensive to score, 
and subjectively scored (Livingston, 2009). The rationale for using mixed-format 
tests is to take advantage of and eliminate the disadvantages of both item formats. 

In many testing programs, there is no single form or version of the test (Braun & Holland, 
1982). Because of security problems or test administration being done at different times 
and/or different locations, more than one test form of a test is required (Kolen & Brennan, 
2004). Although test developers try to construct test forms as similarly as possible to one 
another, they will still differ in their difficulty (Kolen, 1984). To use scores from different 
forms of a test interchangeably, test scores should be equated. The purpose of equating is 
to establish an effective equivalence scores on two test forms such that scores from each 
test can be used as if they come from the same test (Petersen, 2007).

Equating is an empirical procedure (Dorans, Moses, & Eignor, 2011), because it 
requires a design for data collection and a rule for transforming scores on one test form to 
scores on another. Three data collection designs are commonly used for equating: single 
group design, random groups design and common-item nonequivalent groups (CINEG) 
design. The focus of current study is on the CINEG design. For the CINEG design, the 
groups of examinees which taking different test forms of a test are not assumed to be 
equivalent in proficiency. To disentangle the group difference from the form difference a 
common-item set is used for equating two forms (Kolen & Brennan, 2004).

IRT Test Equating
IRT methods are an important component of equating methodology. Many 

testing programs use IRT equating methods (Kolen & Brennan, 2004). IRT equating 
generally involves three steps: item calibration, scale transformation, and equating. 
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In the first step, item parameters on the different forms are estimated via concurrent 
calibration, or separate calibration. If the equating is conducted under CINEG 
design, the parameters from different forms need to be on the same IRT scale. In a 
concurrent calibration, item parameters on both test forms are estimated jointly in 
one computer run and the estimated parameters are automatically on the same scale. 
In a separate calibration, item parameters for each form are estimated in a single 
computer run. When a separate calibration is conducted, the estimated parameters 
are on different scales and a scale transformation or linking is needed. The purpose of 
scale transformation is to find two linking coefficients, such as A for slope and B for 
intercept. If we define Scale I and Scale J as three-parameter logistic IRT scales that 
differ by a linear transformation, the Ɵ values and item parameters for two scales are 
related as follows (Kolen & Brennan, 2004): 

θJi = AθIi + B

aJj = aIj / A

bJj = AbIj + B

cJj = cIj

Where A and B are constants,  and are values of Ɵ for individual I on Scale J and 
Scale I. The item parameters for item j on Scale J are , , and ; the item parameters for 
item j on Scale I are , , and . 

Kim and Lee (2006) indicated that there are four scale linking methods which 
are applicable to mixed-format tests: the mean/sigma (Marco, 1977), mean/mean 
(Loyd & Hoover, 1980), Haebara (1980), and Stocking and Lord (1983). Mean/mean 
and mean/sigma methods are referred to as moment methods while the Haebara 
and, Stocking and Lord methods are referred to as characteristic curve methods 
(Kolen & Brennan, 2004). The mean/sigma method uses the means and standard 
deviations of item difficulty estimates from the common items to determine linking 
coefficients. The mean/mean method uses mean of slope and difficulty parameter 
estimates from the common items to determine A and B linking coefficients. Another 
approach for calculating the linking coefficients are characteristic curve methods. 
These methods are based on minimizing a loss function that depends on the metric 
of test calibration (Baker & Al-Karni, 1991). Characteristic curve methods consider 
all parameters simultaneously to find linking coefficients that minimize differences 
in the characteristic curve between tests. The Haebara method uses the difference 
between the item characteristic curves and takes the sum of the squared difference 
between the item characteristic curves for each item for examinees of a particular 
ability. However, in Stocking-Lord, the summation is taken over items for each set of 
parameter estimates before squaring (Kolen & Brennan, 2004).
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After estimating parameters and placing them on the same scale, the next step is 
IRT equating. In IRT true-score equating, the true score on one form associated with 
a given Ɵ is considered to be equivalent to the true score on another form associated 
with that Ɵ. IRT true-score equating use item parameter estimates to produce estimated 
true score relationship. Then the estimated true score conversion is applied to the 
observed scores. A second IRT equating method is IRT observed-score equating. In IRT 
observed-score equating, IRT models are used to produce an estimated distribution of 
observed-number correct scores on each form, and then the observed scores are equated 
using an equipercentile equating method (Kolen & Brennan, 2004).

Evaluating Equating Results
After equating, the last, and one of the most important questions, is: Has it been 

done well enough? To answer this question, equating results should be evaluated. 
Harris and Crouse (1993) provided an extensive review of equating criteria used in 
equating studies. Lord’s (1980) equity property is one of criteria which have been 
used to evaluate equating results. According to Lord’s equity property (Kolen & 
Brennan, 2004, p. 10):

…It must be a matter of indifference to each examinee whether Form X or Form 
Y is administered…

In other words, if for examinees with a given true score, the distribution of equated 
scores on the new form is identical to the distribution of the scores on the old form, then 
Lord’s equity property holds. This is not possible unless two forms are strictly parallel, in 
which case equating is unnecessary (Brennan, 2010; Harris, 1993). For this reason, Morris 
(1982) suggested a less strict definition of equity, which is called weak equity or first-order 
equity. According to the first-order equity (FOE) property (Morris, 1982, p. 171): 

…Each individual in the test population has the same expected score on both tests…

The FOE property says that the examinees with a given ability have the same mean 
of equated scores on the new form as they have on the reference form or old form. 
FOE property can be evaluated by calculating a D1 index, which is proposed by Tong 
and Kolen (2005):

where E[Y|θi] is the old form conditional mean for a given proficiency θi, E[eqY  
(x) | θi ] is the conditional mean of equated score for a given proficiency θi, qi is the 
quadrature weight at θi, and SDY is the standard deviation of Form Y. In this study, 
40 quadrature points, with weights from a univariate normal distribution, were used. 
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Morris (1982) also suggested second-order equity (SOE) property, which requires 
that a standard error of measurement (SEM) conditional on true score is the same 
across forms after equating. SOE property can be evaluated by using the index D2 
(Tong & Kolen, 2005):

where SEMY | θi denotes conditional SEM for the old form for the examinees with 
proficiency θi, and SEMeqY (x) | θi denotes conditional SEM for the equated new form 
for the examinees with proficiency θi.

Evaluating equating results with using equity criteria is important because it is 
directly related with special case of Lord’s equity definition of equating (Harris, 
1993). Equity criteria allows to assess the degree to which a given examinee is 
advantaged or disadvantaged by being administered alternative test forms (Bolt, 
1999). While FOE property focuses on test fairness, the SOE property focuses on 
measurement precision (He, 2011). If FOE and SOE properties are not preserved, 
interchangeability of test scores after equating could not maintained. 

The Purpose and Significance of the Study
Mixed-format tests also need to be equated if the aim is to use scores from different 

test forms interchangeably. But the use of different item formats in one test can bring 
some challenges to the equating process. MC and CR subtests of the same content may 
measure different latent characteristics, and that can cause multidimensionality due to 
format effects (Traub, 1993). It is known that multidimensionality is one of factors that 
affecting IRT equating. Since multidimensional IRT test equating is more complex, 
many testing programs employ unidimensional IRT equating regardless of underlying 
test structure (Cao, 2008). It is important to investigate robustness of unidimensional 
IRT equating methods when test structure is multidimensional due to format effects.

The other issue in mixed-format test equating while equating under CINEG 
design is composition of a common-item set. The choice of common-item set is very 
important in terms of quality for equating tests (Sinharay & Holland, 2007). As Kolen 
and Brennan (2004, p. 19) indicated:

…common-item set should be a “mini” version of the total test form…

However, in practice, although the total test includes both item formats (MC and 
CR items), because of some reasons (reliability, rater effect, easier to memorize CR 
items than MC items etc.) usually a common-item set is comprised of only MC items 
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(He, 2011). Should we include CR items into the common-item set? The answer of this 
question is ambigious in the literature. Therefore, it is valuable to examine common-
item set format effect based on equity property in mixed-format test equating. 

It is known that characteristic curve scale linking methods produce more accurate 
results than the moment methods (Baker & Al-Karni, 1991; Hanson & Beguin, 2002; 
Kim & Cohen, 1992; Kim & Kolen, 2006; Kim & Lee, 2004; Ogasawara, 2001). Could 
we generalize this evident to mixed-format test equating? No research has investigated 
the performance of traditional linking methods based on equity property in mixed-format 
test equating. One of the purposes of this study is to investigate the relative performance 
of traditional linking methods in mixed-format test equating based on equity property. 
More specifically, the purpose of this study is to investigate the effects of dimensionality, 
common-item set format, and scale linking methods on mixed format test equating.

Method

Data and Construction of Mixed-Format Tests
A simulation study was conducted. To mimic a real data situation, examinee 

responses were simulated based on actual parameter estimates obtained from the TIMSS 
2011 8th grade mathematics assessment, which are available from the TIMSS 2011 
Technical Report (Martin & Mullis, 2012). For this study, a total of 50 mathematics 
items including 40 MC items and 10 CR items were selected from the 194 items. In 
TIMSS, there are two types of constructed-response items (Mullis & Martin, 2011): 
1-point constructed-response items which scored as correct (1 score point) or incorrect 
(0 score points); 2-point constructed-response items which scored as fully correct (2 
score points), partially correct (1 score point), or incorrect (0 score points). In this study, 
we used parameter estimates of 2-point constructed response items. Two test forms (X 
and Y) for equating were considered. The old form was referred as base form while 
the new form was referred as the target form (Kim, 2004). In this study, the old form 
was Form Y and new form was Form X. Each test form consisted of a unique and a 
common-item set. At the 8th grade, each booklet had 30 mathematics items, and at least 
half of the total number of points represented by all the questions came from MC items. 
Therefore, each test form was constructed with 24 MC and 6 CR items.

Special care was taken that the formation of alternate forms were similar as possible 
in terms of content and statistical characteristics. As indicated in the TIMSS 2011 
report, at the eighth grade, the content domains and their percentages are: number 
(30%), algebra (30%), geometry (20%), and data-chance (20%). Table 1 shows the 
distribution of number of items for each content domain and item formats. 
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Table 1
The Distribution of Number of Items for Each Content Domain and Item Format
Content Domain Form X Form Y Common Item Set
Number 6 (5MC+1CR) 6 (5MC+1CR) 3 (2MC+1CR)
Algebra 6 (5MC+1CR) 6 (5MC+1CR) 3 (2MC+1CR)
Geometry 4 (3MC+1CR) 4 (3MC+1CR) 2 (MC)
Data and Chance 4 (3MC+1CR) 4(3MC+1CR) (2MC)
Total 20 (16MC+4CR) 20 (16MC+4CR) 10 (8MC+2CR)
Note. MC = multiple-choice items; CR = constructed-response items

In operational testing, although the usual target was to make the new form of 
the same difficulty as the old form, because of unforeseen reasons, the new form is 
generally easier or more difficult than the old form. In this study, we increased the 
mean of difficulty parameter by the amount of .22 (Sinharay & Holland, 2007) and 
the mean difficulty for the old and new forms are respectively .50 and .72, so the new 
form is more difficult than the old form. Units were in standard deviation of ability. 

Factors Investigated
The three factors were considered for the simulation study and the combination of these 

three factors led to 24 simulation conditions [3 (levels of multidimensionality) x 2 (types 
of common-item set) x 4 (types of linking). In each condition, 100 replications were used.

Four levels of multidimensionality. In this study, the multidimensional test 
structure was constructed based on format effects. We assumed that MC items 
were measuring ability θ1 and CR items were measuring ability θ2. To specify 
multidimensionality based on format effect, we supposed bivariate normal (BN) 
distribution for latent variables. Mathematically, we could define it as (θ1, θ2) ~ 
BN(µ1, µ2, σ1, σ2, ρ),  where µ1 and σ1 were mean and standard deviation of σ1, µ2 and  
were those of θ2, and ρ was the correlation coefficient between θ1 and θ2. To compare 
results of this study with other studies (Andrews, 2011; Kim & Kolen, 2006) we 
set correlation between θ1 and θ2 as .50, .80, and 1.00. In this study, the correlation 
value of 1.00 represented unidimensional case and there was no format effect, and the 
correlation value of .50 represented that there were severe format effects.

Two types of common-item format. Under this factor, we built two conditions: format 
representativeness and format non-representativeness. In the format representativeness 
case, the ratio of MC items to CR items 4:1 was reflected to the common-item set, 
which resulted in 8 MC and 2 CR items. In the format non-representativeness case, the 
common-item set consisted of only 10 MC items (Wolf, 2013).

Four types of linking methods. Under this factor, we considered two moment 
linking methods (mean/sigma and mean/mean) and two characteristic curve linking 
methods (Stocking-Lord and Haebara) which were extended to mixed format tests by 
Kim and Lee (2006).
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Data Generation and Procedures 
This study was conducted under CINEG design. Two groups of examinees were 

considered: Group 1 and Group 2. Examinees in Group 1 were associated with 
Form X (new form) and examinees in Group 2 were associated with Form Y (old 
form). It was assumed that the ability distribution of two groups was not equivalent 
and examinees in Group 2 were more competent than those in Group 1. The item 
responses for Group 1 were generated from , and for Group 2 they were generated 
from . For each group, 3000 examinees’ responses were generated.

TIMSS uses IRT scaling methods to describe students’ achievement and provide 
accurate measures of trends. For reflecting TIMSS in this study, item responses for two 
forms were generated based on the three-parameter logistic model (3PL; Birnbaum, 
1968) model for MC items and generalized partial credit model (GPC; Muraki, 
1992) for CR items. Data generation was conducted by using the SimulateRwo.
bat in the SimuMIRT (Yao, 2003) program. MC item responses were simulated by 
using a multidimensional three-parameter logistic model (M-3PL; Yao & Schawarz, 
2006). For a dichotomous item, j, the probability of a correct response to item j for an 
examinee with ability  for the M-3PL model is

where

xij = 0 or 1 is the response of examinee i to item j.

β"2j = (β"2j1, … ,β"2jD ) is a vector of dimension D for item discrimination parameters.

β1j is the scale difficulty parameter.

β3j is the scale guessing parameter. 

β"2jʘθ"i
T is a dot product of two vectors. 

CR item responses were generated with regard to the multidimensional version 
of the generalized partial credit model (M-2PPC, Yao & Schawarz, 2006). For a 
polytomous item, j, the probability of a response k-1 to item j for an examinee with 
ability θ"i

T for the M-2PPC is
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Where

Xij = 0, … ,Kj-1 is the response of examinee I to item j.

β"2j = (β"2j1, … ,β"2jD ) is a vector of dimension D for item discrimination parameters.

βδk j for k = 1,2, … , Kj are thereshold parameters, βδ1 j = 0, and Kj is the number of 
response categories for the th item. 

After generating data, unidimensional IRT calibration was done for Form X and 
Form Y separately, assuming a 3PL model for the MC items and GPC model for CR 
items. The computer program PARSCALE (Muraki & Bock, 2003) was used for 
IRT calibration. After estimating item and ability parameters, four linking methods 
were used to transform the estimated item parameters on the new form scale to old 
form scale. The computer program STUIRT (Kim & Kolen, 2004) was used for scale 
linking. After placing item and ability parameters on a common scale, IRT true-score 
and observed-score equating was conducted using POLYEQUATE (Kolen, 2004a).

Equating results were evaluated based on FOE and SOE properties. Both equity 
properties are conditional on a proficiency level. To evaluate equating results based 
on equity properties, a psychometric model or models are assumed (Tong & Kolen, 
2005). In this study, a 3PL model was assumed for MC items and a GPC model was 
assumed for CR items. For evaluating FOE and SOE property D1 and D2 indexes 
were calculated. The conditional expected scale scores and conditional SEMs which 
were required for the calculating D1 and D2 indexes were obtained from POLYCSEM 
(Kolen, 2004b) computer program. To analyze all 100 datasets generated for each 
condition, these four computer programs were operated using R software with batch 
files. Then simulation factors were evaluated based on the mean of the D1 and D2 
values over all 100 replications. A large D1 and D2 value suggested that FOE and 
SOE properties are not preserved sufficiently (Tong & Kolen, 2005). In addition, 
an analysis of variance (ANOVA) was performed to determine factors that had 
significant effects. 

Results
The effects of factors on TSE and OSE results were evaluated based on mean 

of D1 (D1) and D2 (D2) values over 100 replications for each condition. Table 2 and 
Table 3 showed the D1 and D2 values. In order to examine the factors and see if their 
interaction had a statistically meaningful effect on IRT TSE and OSE results, a 3-way 
ANOVA was done. Cohen’s (1988) guidelines of effect size in ANOVA (partial ƞ2 = 
small: .01, medium: .06, large: .14) were used. Results from the 3-way ANOVA were 
presented in Table 4. The two-way interactions which were statistically significant 
effects on equating results were presented in Figure 1 and Figure 2.
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Table 2
Mean of D1 Values for the IRT True-Score Equating and Observed-Score Equating

Scale Linking Methods
M-M M-S SL HA

Anchor Correlation TSE OSE TSE OSE TSE OSE TSE OSE

FR
1.00 .115 .112 .103 .100 .076 .072 .087 .082
.80 .177 .172 .142 .130 .105 .088 .125 .110
.50 .462 .541 .335 .308 .250 .160 .307 .265

FNR
1.00 .125 .124 .128 .139 .076 .072 .082 .078
.80 .227 .228 .213 .215 .134 .122 .141 .129
.50 .617 .723 .578 .663 .338 .305 .347 .321

Note. FR= format representativeness; FNR= format non-representativeness; M-M= Mean-Mean; M-S: Mean-
Sigma, SL= Stocking-Lord, HA= Haebara

Table 3
Mean of D2 Values for the IRT True-Score and Observed-Score Equating

Scale Linking Methods
M-M M-S SL HA

Anchor Correlation TSE OSE TSE OSE TSE OSE TSE OSE

FR
1.00 .038 .031 .038 .027 .044 .030 .042 .031
.80 .046 .039 .038 .027 .048 .032 .044 .032
.50 .176 .142 .077 .047 .097 .057 .085 .053

FNR
1.00 .037 .030 .059 .036 .044 .030 .043 .030
.80 .040 .034 .053 .037 .041 .028 .040 .028
.50 .128 .100 .111 .083 .078 .048 .076 .047

Note. FR= format representativeness; FNR= format non-representativeness; M-M= Mean-Mean; M-S: Mean-
Sigma, SL= Stocking-Lord, HA= Haebara

Table 4
ANOVA Results for First-Order Equity and Second-Order Equity Properties

TSE D1 TSE D2 OSE D1 OSE D2

Effect df F η2 F η2 F η2 F η2

Multidimensionality (M) 2 1666.93* 0.41 813.30* 0.25 1334.07* 0.36 638.21* 0.21
Common-Item Format (F) 1 185.36* 0.04 0.27 0.00 265.14* 0.05 0.56 0.00
Scale Linking Methods (SLM) 3 191.40* 0.11 48.25* 0.03 289.89* 0.15 146.76* 0.08
M*F 2 48.22* 0.02 17.41* 0.01 75.61* 0.03 9.77* 0.004
M*SLM 6 43.79* 0.05 64.25* 0.08 91.50* 0.10 108.79* 0.12
F*SLM 3 31.28* 0.02 85.77* 0.05 44.39* 0.03 78.14* 0.05
M*F*SLM 6 4.20* 0.01 9.12* 0.01 6.86* 0.01 17.30* 0.02
Error 4776
Total 4799
Note. *p < .05, TSE = true-score equating, OSE = observed-scored equating.
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Multidimensionality
In Table 2, under both of the equating methods, the smallest  values were 

provided when tests were unidimensional and the largest value was provided when 
multidimensionality was severe (in other words, when the correlation between 
abilities was .50). As the correlation between abilities decreased,  values increased 
and preserving FOE equity property decreased. Also, the 3-way ANOVA results in 
Table 4 showed that multidimensionality had a significant and large effect on IRT 
TSE and OSE equating results in terms of preserving FOE property [FTSE(2,4776) = 
1666.93, p < .05, ƞ2 = .41; FOSE (2,4776) = 1334.07, p < .05, ƞ2 = .36]. All pairwise 
comparisons based on the D1 index were statistically significant and as the correlation 
between abilities decreased, the marginal means increased (see Table 5). 

Table 5
Pairwise Comparisons for Multidimensionality

TSE D1 TSE D2 OSE D1 OSE D2
Correlations M SE M SE M SE M SE
1.00 -0.80 -.040* .002 .000 .001 -.035* .002 .000 .000
1.00-0.50 -.186* .002 -.031* .001 -.185* .002 -.021* .000
0.80-0.50 -.146* .002 .031* .001 -.150* .002 -.020* .000
Note. *p < .05, TSE = true score equating, OSE = observed scored equating, M = mean difference, SE = 
standart error.

As seen in Table 3, TSE and OSE results had the smallest  values under the unidimensional 
condition or when multidimensionality was not severe (in other words, when the 
correlation between abilities was .80). ANOVA results showed that multidimensionality 
had a significant and large effect on TSE and OSE results in terms of preserving SOE 
property [FTSE (2,4776) = 813.30, p < .05, ƞ2 = .25; FOSE (2,4776) = 638.21, p < .05, ƞ2 = .21]. 
Comparisons among degree of multidimensionality showed that based on the SOE property 
for both equating results, except for 1.00–.80 comparisons, all pairwise comparisons were 
significant and as the degree of multidimensionality increased mean of D2values increased 
(See Table 5). We can say that TSE and OSE results best preserved SOE property when 
tests were unidimensional or multidimensionality was not severe.

Common-Item Format
Table 2 showed that compared to format non-representativeness condition, except 

for unidimensional/HA case, TSE and OSE results had lower or equal  values when the 
common-item set was format representativeness. The 3-way ANOVA results showed 
that the common-item format had a significant and small effect on TSE and OSE results 
[FTSE(1,4776) = 185.36, p < .05, ƞ2 = .04; FOSE(1,4776) = 265.14, p < .05, ƞ2 = .05]. Based 
on pairwise comparisons, the mean differences between  values, which provided from 
representativeness and non-representativeness conditions, were statistically significant 
(∆μTSE=-.038, ∆μOSE = -.051, p < .05). Both TSE and OSE results had lower D1 values 
when a common-item set represented the total test item format. 
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As you see in Table 3, TSE and OSE results, which were provided from common-item 
format representativeness and non-representativeness conditions, generally (except for 
M-S condition) format non-representative (FNR) cases had smaller D2  values compared 
to format representative (FR) cases. In contrast, equating results under M-S scale linking 
method had the smallest D2 values when the common-item set represented the total test item 
format. But the ANOVA results showed that the common-item format had no significant 
effect on both TSE and OSE results based on SOE criteria [FTSE(1,4776) = .273, p > .05, ƞ2 

= .00; FOSE(1,4776) = .562, p > .05, ƞ2 = .00]. We can say that including or excluding CR 
items to common-item set did not make any statistical difference based on SOE property. 

Scale Linking Methods
Regardless of multidimensionality and common-item format, TSE and OSE 

results had lower D1 values when the characteristic curve linking methods were used 
(See Table 2). The 3-way ANOVA results showed that scale linking methods had 
a medium effect on TSE and a large effect on OSE results in terms of preserving 
FOE property [FTSE(3,4776) = 191.40, p < .05, ƞ2 = .11; FOSE(3,4776) = 289.89, p 
< .05, ƞ2 = .15]. The pairwise comparisons (see Table 6) indicated that the largest 
mean difference was between MM and SL methods under both equating methods. As 
you see in Table 6, the characteristic curve methods had lower values compared to 
moment methods for TSE and OSE results.

Table 6
Pairwise Comparisons of Scale Linking Methods

TSE D1 TSE D2 OSE D1 OSE D2

Methods M SE M SE M SE M SE
MM vs MS .015* .004 .004* .001 .025* .004 .009* .001
MM vs SL .078* .004 .009* .001 .109* .004 .014* .001
MM vs HA .067* .004 .011* .001 .093* .004 .014* .001
MS vs SL .063* .004 .005* .001 .085* .004 .005* .001
MS vs HA .052* .004 .007* .001 .069* .004 .005* .001
SL vs HA -.011* .004 .002* .001 -.016* .004 .000 .001
Note. *p < .05, TSE = true score equating, OSE = observed score equating, M = mean difference, SE = standart 
error, MM = mean/mean, MS = mean/sigma, SL = Stocking-Lord, HA = Haebara.

The 3-way ANOVA results showed that scale linking methods had a small effect on 
TSE results and medium effect on OSE results based on SOE criteria [FTSE(3,4776) = 
48.25, p < .05, ƞ2 = .03; FOSE(3,4776) = 146.76, p < .05, ƞ2 = .08]. As seen in the pairwise 
comparisons in Table 6 while the TSE results had the largest mean difference between 
MM and HA methods, the OSE results had the largest mean difference between MM-
SL or MM-HA methods. Pairwise comparisons in Table 6 also indicated that HA and SL 
methods had the same mean and there was no significant difference between these two 
characteristic curve methods. For both equating methods, we can say that characteristic 
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curve scale linking methods had smaller values compared to moment methods and SOE 
property was preserved well with characteristic curve linking methods.

Interaction of Factors
Multidimensionality*common-item format interaction had statistically significant 

and a small affect on TSE and OSE results based on FOE criteria [FTSE(2,4776) = 
48.22, p < .05, ƞ2 = .02; FOSE(2,4776) = 75.61, p < .05, ƞ2 = .03]. As seen in Figures 
1a and 1d, when data were unidimensional two common-item format yielded similar 
D1 values, but as the correlation between abilities was decreased, the FR common-
item condition always had lower D1 values than FNR conditions. Based on SOE 
property, while the multidimensionality*common-item format interaction had a 
statistically significant and small affect on TSE results, it had statistically significant 
but practically not meaningful effect on OSE results [FTSE(2,4776) = 17.41, p < .05, 
ƞ2 = .01; FOSE(2,4776) = 9.77, p < .05, ƞ2 = .004]. Figures 2a and 2d showed that 
under unidimensional test structure, TSE and OSE results had lower D2 values when 
common-item set was represented the total test item format. However, as the test 
structure became multidimensional both equating results tended to have lower D2 

values when common-item set was comprised of only multiple-choice items. 

Multidimensionality*scale linking methods interaction had a statistically significant 
and small effect on TSE results and a medium effect on OSE results in terms of 
preserving FOE property [FTSE(6,4776) = 43.79, p < .05, ƞ2 = .05; FOSE(6,4776) = 
91.50, p < .05, ƞ2 = .10]. As seen in Figures 1b and 1e, under unidimensional and 
multidimensional data structure characteristic curve methods had smaller D1 values 
compared to moment methods and the two characteristic curve scale transforming 
methods Haebera and SL performed smilar in terms of preserving FOE. Further, the 
MM method had the largest D1 value among the linking methods. 

The multidimensionality*scale linking methods interaction also had a statistically 
significant and medium effect on both equating methods results based on SOE property 
[FTSE(6,4776) = 64.25, p < .05, ƞ2 = .08; FOSE(6,4776) = 108.79, p < .05, ƞ2 = .12]. Figures 2b 
and 2e showed that either the data were unidimensional or the degree of multidimensionality 
was not severe (.80), with one exception, the three scale linking methods (MM, SL, and 
HA) had similar D2 values. The exception occurred with MS method, it had the largest 
D2 values compared to other methods under unidimensional data structure. When the 
correlation between abilities was .50 or multidimensionality was severe, characteristic 
curve methods had consistently lower D2 values compared to moment methods.

Common-item format*scale linking methods interaction had statistically significant 
and small effect on both TSE and OSE results based on FOE property [FTSE(3,4776) = 
31.28, p < .05, ƞ2 = .02; FOSE(3,4776) = 44.39, p < .05, ƞ2 = .03]. Figure 1c and Figure 
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1f showed that all four scale linking methods had the lowest D1 values when common-
item set were FR. Also, characteristic curve methods always had lower D1 values than 
moment methods. With regard to SOE criteria, the common-item format*scale linking 
methods interaction had statistically a significant and small effect on TSE and OSE results 
[FTSE(3,4776) = 85.77, p < .05, ƞ2 = .05; FOSE(3,4776) = 78.14, p < .05, ƞ2 = .05]. Figure 2c 
and Figure 2f showed that except for the mean-sigma method, the other three methods had 
the smallest D2 values when the common-item set was FNR. The MS method behaved in 
opposite way and had the smallest D2 values when the common-item set was FR.

Discussion and Conclusions
In this simulation study, the impact of dimensionality, common-item set format, and 

different scale linking methods on mixed-format test equating was investigated based 
FOE and SOE properties. Findings showed that the most notable and significant effect 
on the equating results among the three factors was dimensionality. The TSE and 
OSE results best preserved FOE under unidimensional test structure and as the degree 
of multidimensionality increased the mean of D1 values increased. Therefore, both 
equating results showed that FOE was worst preserved when the correlation between 
the two abilities was a value of .50. For the SOE criteria, TSE and OSE results were best 
preserved under a unidimensional test structure or when the multidimensionality was not 
severe (in other words, the correlation between abilities was .80). Again, both equating 
results performed poorly in terms of preserving SOE when the multidimensionality 
was severe. This was consistent with expectation because unidimensional IRT equating 
methods presuming that the assumptions of unidimensionality and local independence 
have been satisfied. Therefore, as Lord (1980) indicated that applying unidimensional 
equating methods to multidimensional data would potentially decrease equity property 
of scores. Our study confirmed Lord’s proposal in some sense. Bolt (1999) examined 
the performance of the TSE method under various multidimensional test structures and 
he found that TSE was affected by the presence of multidimensionality. In other studies 
which the effects of multidimensionality on mixed-format test equating were evaluated 
based on various criteria, it was also found that multidimensionality had a negative 
effect on unidimensional test equating (Andrews, 2011; Cao, 2008). This finding should 
be considered by equating practitioners before equating tests with unidimensional IRT 
equating methods and unidimensionality assumption should be checked. 

Another important finding of this study was that the common-item set had a 
statistically significant effect on both TSE and OSE equating results in terms of 
preserving FOE, but it did not have any statistically and practically significant effect 
on both equating results based on SOE property. Although, under unidimensional 
test structure format non-representative (FNR) common item set perfomed similar 
as format representative (FR) common-item set in terms of preserving FOE property, 
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as the degree of multidimensionality increased, format representativeness of the 
common-item set became important. This finding was consistent with other studies 
which investigated the impact of characteristic of common-item set. Hagge (2010) and 
Kirkpatrick (2005) found that if examinees found certain item formats more difficult 
relative to other item formats, equating mixed-format tests with only multiple-choice 
common items may effect equating results negatively. Cao (2008) indicated that 
when tests were multidimensional a FR common-item set led more accurate results. 
In addition, Wolf (2013) showed that especially when data were multidimensional a 
representative of the common-item set led lower D1 and D2 indices. The composition 
of common-item set in CINEG design is very important and the general advise is that 
common-item set should be representative of overall test (Kolen & Brennan, 2004). 
Results from our study supported this argument based on FOE criteria.

The findings also showed that when SOE property was used as criteria, common item 
set did not have any statistically and practically effect on both equating results. This result 
suggested that in terms of measurement precision including or excluding CR items to the 
common-item set did not make any difference. This finding agrees with Kim, Walker, 
and McHale’s (2008) study. They found that use of CR items without trend scoring in the 
common-item set would lead similar results as an MC-only common-item set.

Lastly, the results of this study showed that scale linking methods had a significant and 
practical effect on both equating results in terms of preserving FOE and SOE properties. 
Characteristic curve methods generally performed better than moment methods with 
regard to preserve both equity properties. This result is consistent with what has been 
found in past studies which compared characteristic curve methods with moment 
methods for the dichotomous IRT models (Hanson & Beguin, 2002; Kim & Cohen, 1992; 
Ogasawara, 2002) and mixture IRT models (Kim, 2004; Kim & Lee, 2004; Kim & Lee, 
2006). The characteristic curve methods require an iterative multivariate search procedure 
but moment methods require simple summary statistics (Kim, 2004). As Ogasawara 
(2002) indicated, item characteristic curves could be estimated accurately, though item 
parameters were not estimated very precisely. Therefore, IRT characteristic curve linking 
methods which using item/test response functions give more stable results than moment 
methods (Ogasawara, 2001). As found in previous studies (Kim, 2004; Kim & Kolen, 
2006), the results showed that the two characteristic curve scale transformation methods 
performed similar and they were more robust to presence of multidimensionality. 

Overall, the result of this study suggested that FOE and SOE properties were best 
preserved when tests were unidimensional, common-item set was format representative, 
and the test characteristic linking methods were used. This study is limited with 
simulated data, although we tried to mimic the real data situation simulations cannot 
capture all features of the real testing environment. Therefore, to be able to generalize 
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conclusions of this study to practical situations, it is necessary to repeat this study using 
real data. Also, this study is limited only three factors and equity evaluation criteria. 
Future studies should be done with other factors such as length of common-item set, 
different IRT models, sample size, form differences and different evaluation criteria.
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